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WELCOME TO STEPS TO THE FUTURE
Mighty Minds Educational Systems Pty Ltd is a consultancy company that specialises in assisting 
students to achieve their academic potential. The success of Mighty Minds is reflected in the 
outstanding accomplishments of tens of thousands of students and the hundreds of schools, 
Australia-wide, that, each year, utilise the extensive range of services offered by Mighty Minds.

In response to client feedback, which has highlighted the need for a comprehensive resource to assist 
students with course and career planning, Mighty Minds has produced Steps to the Future.

Steps to the Future:
• is a forward-thinking program that requires students onwards to consider their current 

education and their future beyond school
• requires students to self-reflect on a range of important issues such as their skills and abilities 

(both in and out of school) and their thoughts on future plans
• directs students to research future options such as employment and further education and 

training
• assists students gain an understanding and appreciation of the importance of employability 

skills1 to future success

1Employability skills are covered in every Nationally endorsed qualification and are embedded in 
Training Package units of competency. Students in Years 10 to 12 will encounter employability skills 
if they undertake studies linked to Vocational Education and Training. Many subjects involving career 
education also require the development of employability skills.

Australian employers have identified eight groups of skills that they consider are essential to 
successful workplace performance in all employment. These are recognised in the Core Skills for 
Work Developmental Framework (CSfW).
https://www.education.gov.au/core-skills-work-developmental-framework

They are also sometimes referred to as generic skills, capabilities, enabling skills or key 
competencies.

In addition to linking the activities in Steps to the Future to the eight employability skills, Mighty 
Minds has mapped each activity to one or more of the eleven career management competencies 
from the Australian Blueprint for Career Development framework.
http://www.education.gov.au/australian-blueprint-career-development



HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
Steps to the Future contains six (6) chapters, each with a varying number of associated topics.

You will require your own workbook in which to accomplish some of the activities. In order to 
effectively ensure all the activities are completed it is suggested that each activity is headed up with 
the chapter name and number and activity name with question number. Commencing a new page for 
each activity would also aid clarity.

Included with this book are a number of online resources and digital content.  
Additional Mighty Minds App resources are provided to complement other activities in the book.

Each activity has an allocated time of sixty minutes and there are nine activities in each chapter. Each 
activity has a suggested time provision, dependent on the length and complexity of the activity. Every 
chapter contains a puzzle piece that is designed as a checking mechanism to ensure all activities are 
covered.  
At the end of every chapter is a culminating activity/assessment that draws all of the chapter’s main 
points together in order to consolidate and measure your level of knowledge and understanding, 
research skills and ability to reflect and make decisions.
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Assessing your 
Position

TOPIC:
Positive Self-Concept, Personal Characteristics and Allies.

PURPOSE:
To identify your current and future position in life.

 Time goes so quickly that sometimes it is necessary to stop and assess where you are in life, where you want to 
be and how you are going to get there. You need to be able to determine how your personal characteristics and 
behaviours influence you, as well as the role that allies can play in maintaining your positive self-concept. 

Define the term “self-concept” and “allies”.Q1

What role do you think your allies play in allowing you to maintain a positive self-concept?Q2

Think of five interview questions that you would ask a peer in your class about their current 
school progress, their future plans, how they are going to achieve them and the role that allies 
play in their lives. Q3

1. 

2.  

3.  

4. 

5.  
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Respond to the questions you have just written based on your own personal situation.Q4

EXT
Ask these questions to a family member or friend who works within the labour force. Compare 
and contrast their responses to your responses in Question Four. Write a reflection about the 
similarities and differences between the two responses.

1. 

2.  

 

3. 

 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
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Keeping 
Tabs

TOPIC:
Self-Assessment.

PURPOSE:
To understand learning as a responsibility and appreciate the role your allies 

play.

When you spend so much time at school it can be easy to forget why you are there; to get an education! It can be 
beneficial if you stop and participate in self-assessment to judge your learning progress. You should be able to 
recognise items such as what you’ve learnt, what you don’t quite understand and your achievements. Furthermore, 
being able to recognise who your allies are and how they help you achieve your goals is an important part of your 
learning process.

Your task is to write a 100-150 word reflection about your learning experience over the past 
week. You can discuss anything in your reflection; however, in every entry, you need to 
comment on the role your allies played in your learning process. You will need to add a final 
copy of your journal into your workbook. Use the information on Page 14 to help you. The 
following points are suggestions of what you could discuss in your entries.
• What did you learn today?
• What did you find easy?
• What did you find difficult?
• How will you improve on the aspects you found difficult?
• What would help improve your learning overall?
• How well do you think you absorbed the information?
• Do you have any assessment due soon? Do you think you are ready? What can you do to 

successfully prepare for this assessment?
• Do you think you applied yourself in the classroom?
• Did you learn new information?
• Did you develop prior knowledge in a class?
• Was there something that particularly interested you?
• How do you learn? What learning style do you prefer?

Q1

Create a yes or no flowchart quiz that examines whether or not a person is a good ally. Q2

EXT With a partner, swap your flowchart from Question Two and complete their quiz. Note the 
differences between their quiz and yours. 
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Plotting the 
Purpose

TOPIC:
The Influence of Personal Characteristics.

PURPOSE:
To recognise the importance of school through understanding different 

perspectives.

Your personal characteristics impact everything you do, including influencing your ideas and attitudes towards 
education. Your interests, skills, values and behaviours all shape your life, learning and work goals. Not only is it 
important to understand this, but also to appreciate that everyone is going to have different, personal characteristics 
and thus they will have different attitudes and perceptions to you.

Using the interview questions in the stimulus on Page 17, survey ten people within your class. 
Record your responses in an effective format and include this in your workbook.Q1

Complete the survey yourself. Do your answers reflect your personal characteristics and 
behaviours? Elaborate on your response. Q3

Choose three survey questions that you asked your classmates. Using the raw data, graph each 
question using a different style (Page 18). Include your graphs in your workbook.Q2
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Answer the following questions. Show your working.Q4

What was the ratio of female to male participants?A:

What percentage of students attended more than one school?B:

What proportions of participants aim to attend university or vocational education when they finish school?C:

Determine the percentages for each response to the survey question 7.D:

What was the mode for survey question 8?E:
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Interview Questions
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GETTING 
ORGANISED

TOPIC:
Planning and Organisation.

PURPOSE:
To understand being organised as an essential skill for both school and 

workplace.

One skill that is relevant to all workplaces is being organised! This can be as simple as staying on top of your work or 
a more detailed task such as organising a work event. It is a vital skill that is regarded highly among employees and 
employers. A way to ensure this skill becomes entrenched in your skill set is to become organised in your personal life. 
This can include cleaning and organising your room, constructing to-do-lists or creating an effective timetable.

Do you feel that you are organised at school? Do you have an organisational strategy that 
you use such as a student planner? If not, what do you think you could do to improve your 
situation? Reflect on your organisational skills in relation to school.Q1

Read through the example student planners provided in the stimulus on Page 22/23. Using 
these as a guide, create a personal student planner that organises your list in Question 
Two. The example planners should only be used as a guide; your student planner needs to 
be specific to your situation. You are not restricted to the list in Question Two, the more 
information you include the better!

Q3

Write a list of all the elements you need to manage so you can become more organised at 
school? For example: events, assignments, classes, appointments, etc.Q2

PART 1
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PART 2

Below is a friend’s organisational system. Knowing how ineffective this is, you have decided to 
help them out by transforming the notes on paper into an easy to read planner. You can create 
the planner on paper or digitally. However, you need to ensure you include all information 
that’s successfully helps them to become organised. This can be added to your workbook.

Q4
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Conduct some research into the importance of being organised. List ten (10) reasons why 
this skill is so important both in the workplace and on a personal level. Research statistics or 
graphs that help support your findings.Q5

EXT
Consider whether you can organise other parts of your life. For example you could try to 
organise your room, study notes or schedule. Document your progress through photos or a 
reflective piece of writing. Try to maintain this organisation for three (3) weeks. After the three 
(3) week period, reflect on your experience. Was it successful? Did it help? What could you have 
done better? Add any relevant material to your workbook.
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Weekly Planner
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Monthly Planner
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Being 
SMART

TOPIC:
Goal Setting.

PURPOSE:
To appreciate the importance of goal setting.

The importance and effectiveness of goal setting is greatly underestimated; however, it should be recognised that goal 
setting is imperative for long-term success. The idea behind goal setting is that if you don’t define what you need to 
achieve then you can’t achieve it. Goals help you focus, keep motivated and allow you to see your progress. They are 
increasingly used within the workplace, so it is important to have a grasp of goal setting.

After reading through the stimulus about goal setting, you are required to create seven (7) 
goals on the following topics:
1. Physical health
2. School
3. Career
4. Finance
5. Family
6. Spiritual
7. Personal Development

Q1

PHYSICAL HEALTH1.

School2.

CAREER3.

FINANCE4.

FAMILY5.
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Create visual symbols for each of your seven goals. Be sure to use colour and shapes to 
appropriately represent your goals. Add your symbols into your workbooks. Q2

Why do you think everyone’s goals are different? List your ideas below. Q3

SPIRITUAL6.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT7.
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The line between
success and
failure

TOPIC:
Success, Failure and Feedback.

PURPOSE:
To understand the characteristics of success, failure and the role of feedback.

Success and feedback are concepts that you will encounter throughout your whole life. It is important to learn how to 
effectively receive and give feedback, as it can help you develop personally and occupationally. Similarly, it is vital to 
learn how to recognise and appreciate success, and manage and overcome failure. 

Read through the two cases studies provided. As you are reading, think about the differences 
between the two boys and try to concentrate on their experiences of success and failure.Q1

In the space provided, list the differences between the two stories in relation to why one 
succeeded and one failed. Think about their actions, attitudes and any other factors that 
affected their result.Q2

Thinking about what you have read in the case studies and your responses to Question Two, 
list five (5) useful tips that can increase the chance of success.Q3

1. 

2.  

3.  

4. 

5.  
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Feedback seemed to be an important tool within the two stories. What role do you think 
feedback has on the concepts of success and failure? Q4

It is good practice to reflect on times that you have seen both success and failure so that you 
can learn for the future. Respond to the following reflective questions.Q5

Explain an experience of success that you have had or witnessed. How did it make you feel?
How did you respond? Can you think of any reason for this positive outcome?A:

Do you think that you listen and accept feedback successfully? Reflect on a time when receiving feedback was 
very helpful to you. Why was this feedback so effective? B:

EXT
Find a real life example of someone who has failed at something; however, has then overcome 
this setback to find success. You could look at famous people such as actors, sportspeople or 
business people. See the stimulus on Page 30 for examples. 
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Ben Williams has just completed the Kokoda Track Challenge in Papua New Guinea achieving this amazing feat in 
just under 22 hours. After months of strict training, Ben completed his goal and says he has never felt better!
At aged 14, Ben was determined to complete the track after his maths teacher returned from the Challenge and 
then informed Ben about this life changing experience. So inspired, Ben sat down and spoke to his parents about it 
that night. 

“At first I was a little hesitant for Ben to train and complete the Challenge mainly because I knew it was hard work and that it would 
be a physical strain on his body. However, seeing his passion and enthusiasm for the track, it was impossible not to allow him and 
help him complete the year long process of preparation,” Ben’s mother Belinda said.

After many hours of research and phone calls conducted by the family, Ben decided to train through 
the organisation; Trekking to Fitness, which helps young people train for long hikes. Ben was assigned 
a mentor and was able to create a training and eating plan that would allow him to complete the 
Challenge. His mentor continually gave him feedback that was positive, specific and timely. Ben 

carefully considered this feedback and took it on board. Ben also created monthly goals 
that enabled him to track and appreciate his progress.

“It was really helpful having everything written down so I knew what I had to do, when I had to do 
it by and how I was going to do it. I kept a journal which enabled me to see my progress which I 
found really motivating because I could see how far I had come,” the strong 16 year old said. 

It was not all smooth trekking for Ben. Four months before the trek, Ben fell on one of 
his practice hikes and partially tore his calf. 

“Everyone thought that was the end for me. They thought that I would not be able to recover in time 
for the Challenge however I followed my doctor’s advice, stayed positive and made a fast recovery.”

Ben flew to Papua New Guinea last week to partake in the annual Challenge. He said 
although he was nervous and a little bit worried, once he started the hike those feelings 
were replaced with enjoyment as he trekked through the jungle.

“I knew that it had all been worth it and the feeling of satisfaction as I crossed the finish line was 
indescribable.” 

Ben says that he regrets nothing and is looking for his next big adventure to complete 
in the near future. 

CASE STUDY 1

CASE STUDY 2
Unfortunately, Ralph Johnson has failed to complete his first Alice Springs 60km Ultramarathon. The race spans 
over Australia’s Red Centre; the desert terrain creating extreme conditions for the runners. After only 
completing 15kms, the 18year old pulled out failing to complete the remaining distance. Ralph had 
decided that he wanted to complete the run after he watched a story on television about the race. 

“Yeah I just thought it would be cool to say I’ve completed an ultramarathon. I had never heard of it before but the 
TV program was really informative so I just registered.” 

Registering for the race eight months prior to event, Ralph proceeded to train. He went for 
occasional runs and reduced the amount of junk food he ate. Although he didn’t know how to 
train correctly, he felt that he was making good process so continued to run smaller distances 
three times a week.
As he wanted the race to be a surprise, he didn’t tell anyone about his goal to complete the 
run. 

“I just thought my friends and family would be really impressed so I just did it alone and tried to keep my 
newly found exercise hidden. It was hard because my friends didn’t understand that I needed to train.”

Four month prior to the race, Ralph gave himself a break from the training and went on a two 
week holiday in Bali. When he returned, Ralph went for a run however his fitness levels had 
decreased and he injured himself. 

“I felt defeated. I had trained so hard and was doing so well but now I had this injury.” 

Ralph didn’t seek help or advice but gave himself another week off to recover.
On the day of the race, Ralph did not feel confident. He felt alone, scared and 
was worried about his injury. 

“I didn’t even want to run it anymore but I knew I had to,” Ralph said.
Ralph was able to complete 15kms but sadly needed to pull out. His parents 
were called and he was taken home to recover.

“Yeah I was tired and over it and I just thought to myself, why am I doing this? I was in a lot of pain too and had 
so far to go so I just pulled out and I guess I am pretty disappointed.”

Ralph does not think he will try to complete another ultramarathon again. 
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The Pay Off TOPIC:
Cost of an Education.

PURPOSE:
To complete maths related questions on projected salaries, time taken for 

qualifications and employment status’.

Many decisions need to be made upon the completion of Year 12. The opportunities and options are endless and thus 
it is important to stop and really consider what you want to do. One of the most important factors that should be 
considered when making career decisions are your personal characteristics. Your interests, skills, values, beliefs and 
attitudes should all be reflected upon to make sure you choose a pathway that is compatible to you. 

Ellie has decided to go to university after school and as such can only work two days a week at 
her retail job, instead of five days a week. She is paid $26.50 per hour and works eight hours a 
day. She has decided to study accounting because she loves working with numbers. Refer to 
the stimulus on Page 33 for relevant information to answer the questions.

Q1

Determine her annual pay if she had chosen to work full time.A:

Calculate the cost of Ellie’s degree taking into account opportunity costs.B:

Calculate how many years it will take Ellie to pay off her degree if she pays 4% of her income every year. Do 
not include opportunity cost in this calculation. C:
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Find the probability of being unemployed if you have a post graduate degree. A:

Find the probability of finding full time work if you have a Certificate III/IV.B:

Find the probability of being unemployed with a qualification of Year 10 or below.C:

Compare the probability of finding full time employment with the qualifications of Year 10 and below, Year 12 
and a Bachelor degree. D:

Using the graphs, tables and formula provided in the stimulus on Page 33/34 answer the 
following questions.Q2

Do you think that money is the only determiner for making your choices? What role do you 
think that your interests, skills, values, beliefs and attitudes play in making choices? Q3
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JUDGING THE 
SITUATION

TOPIC:
Initiative and Enterprise.

PURPOSE:
TO explore different personality traits and conflicts that can arise.

It is inevitable that when you enter the workforce you will be faced with numerous challenges such as personality 
conflicts. These conflicts could arise between customers, colleagues or even with your boss. These situations can be 
very difficult and should be approached with caution. It is important to stop, analyse and evaluate your options to 
ensure you deal with the situation correctly. The International Personality Item Pool- Neuroticism, Extraversion and 
Openness test (IPIP-NEO test) is a measurement of personality. It is based on the Big Five Model of Personality which 
includes: openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism.

Complete the following IPIP-NEO test and follow the instructions to calculate your score for 
each personality trait.Q1

BLOCK 1:
1. Often feel blue 1 2 3 4 5
2. Dislike myself 1 2 3 4 5
3. Am often down in the dumps 1 2 3 4 5
4. Have frequent mood swings 1 2 3 4 5
5. Panic easily 1 2 3 4 5
6. Rarely get irritated 1 2 3 4 5
7. Seldom feel blue 1 2 3 4 5
8. Feel comfortable with myself 1 2 3 4 5
9. Am not easily bothered by things 1 2 3 4 5
10. Am very pleased with myself 1 2 3 4 5

BLOCK 2:
11. Feel comfortable around people 1 2 3 4 5
12. Make friends easily 1 2 3 4 5
13. Am skilled in handling social situations 1 2 3 4 5
14. Am the life of the party 1 2 3 4 5
15. Know how to captivate people 1 2 3 4 5
16. Have little to say 1 2 3 4 5
17. Keep in the background 1 2 3 4 5
18. Would describe my experiences as somewhat dull 1 2 3 4 5
19. Don’t like to draw attention to myself 1 2 3 4 5
20. Don’t talk a lot 1 2 3 4 5
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BLOCK 3:
21. Believe in the importance of art 1 2 3 4 5
22. Have a vivid imagination 1 2 3 4 5
23. Tend to vote for liberal political candidates 1 2 3 4 5
24. Carry the conversation to a higher level 1 2 3 4 5
25. Enjoy hearing new ideas 1 2 3 4 5
26. Am not interested in abstract ideas 1 2 3 4 5
27. Do not like art 1 2 3 4 5
28. Avoid philosophical discussions 1 2 3 4 5
29. Do not enjoy going to museums 1 2 3 4 5
20. Tend to vote for conservative political candidates 1 2 3 4 5

BLOCK 4:
41. Have a good word for everyone 1 2 3 4 5
42. Believe that others have good intentions 1 2 3 4 5
43. Respect others 1 2 3 4 5
44. Accept people as they are 1 2 3 4 5
45. Make people feel at ease 1 2 3 4 5
46. Have a sharp tongue 1 2 3 4 5
47. Cut others to pieces 1 2 3 4 5
48. Suspect hidden motives in others 1 2 3 4 5
49. Get back at others 1 2 3 4 5
50. Insult people 1 2 3 4 5

BLOCK 5:
51. Am always prepared 1 2 3 4 5
52. Pay attention to details 1 2 3 4 5
53. Get chores done right away 1 2 3 4 5
54. Carry out my plans 1 2 3 4 5
55. Make plans and stick to them 1 2 3 4 5
56. Waste my time 1 2 3 4 5
57. Find it difficult to get down to work 1 2 3 4 5
58. Do just enough work to get by 1 2 3 4 5
59. Don’t see things through 1 2 3 4 5
60. Shirk my duties 1 2 3 4 5
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Reverse the scores of the last 5 of each subset (items 6-10, 16-20, 26-30, 36-40, 46-50). They have been
highlighted for ease. This means that 1 becomes 5, 2 becomes 4, 3 remains as 3, 4 becomes 2 and 5
becomes 1.

A:

Add the numbers you circled for each question within each block (ensuring you use the reversed scores)
so that you have a total of 5 scores: one for each block.B:

Trait Score High/Low

Neuroticism

Extraversion

Openness

Agreeableness

Conscientiousness

The blocks represent a personality trait:

Block One: Neuroticism
Block Two: Extraversion
Block Three: Openness
Block Four: Agreeableness
Block Five: Conscientiousness

The total score you can receive for each trait is 50 which means that you score very high in that trait.
Subsequently, a score close to 0 indicates a low score in that personality trait. Fill out your scores in the
following table:

List personal characteristics and behaviours that are associated with the big five personality 
traits. Q2

Neuroticism

Extraversion

Openness

Agreeableness

Conscientiousness
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Comment on whether you think your scores for each trait accurately reflect your personality.Q3

Differences in personality can cause conflict. This can occur in any aspect of life, including 
a school or workplace setting. Keeping in mind the personality traits explored in previous 
questions, respond to the scenarios below and the next page.Q4

You are working on a group assignment with two other class members. You have been working on the task for
two weeks and one of the members, Sam, has not done anything. Among other things, Sam has many sports
commitments which has meant that he hasn’t had the time to participate in the group task. How would you
react in this situation?

A:

Does your response align with any of the five personality traits explored earlier?

At the beginning of term, a new student has been introduced to the Year level. Sophie seems quiet and aloof. 
She often spends lunch times by herself and doesn’t talk much in class. Your friends think that she is a bit 
weird. How would you treat her? Would you try and befriend her or let her find her own friends?

B:

Are there particular traits that you think Sophie would score high or low?

During a group activity where you need to brainstorm ideas for your upcoming presentation, one of your class
members continues to dismiss your ideas. You are coming up with different ideas and potential presentation
techniques; however, this member continues to be sceptical and points out flaws in your ideas. Your group 
seems to be getting nowhere. How would your respond? What would you say to this particular member?

C:

What high or low personality trait is this group member displaying? How do you compare to this personality?
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One of your best friends at school worries about everything. They stress over exams, assignments, people’s
opinions, upcoming events and so on. They tend to be quite negative and often seek your support. Although
you don’t mind helping your friend, you find that at times, their behaviour can be quite straining and 
annoying. How would you handle this situation?

D:

Which personality trait would your friend score highly?

Working in a group, one of your class members is rather controlling and watches over everyone’s work. They
need to know who is doing what and have a say in every aspect of the assignment. Are you comfortable with
someone taking control and ensuring the assignment gets done? Or do you feel that they are unnecessarily
domineering? Explain how this person’s actions make you feel.

E:

What personality is this person displaying? How does your score compare to their traits?

EXT
Choose three (3) of your friends and ask them whether they will do the IPIP-NEO test. Once 
they have completed the test, compare your personality traits to theirs. Do they match? Are 
they different? Conduct research into whether it is common for friends to have the same or 
different personality traits. Write an analytical essay that discusses your findings which will be 
added to your workbook. Write a 500 word discussion that explores your findings. Include this 
in your workbook.
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Your VISIONARY 
PLAN

TOPIC:
Self-Concept.

PURPOSE:
Understanding how self-concept should be considered in your life plan.

Although the task of creating a life plan sounds daunting and unachievable, the truth is, it can make your life a lot 
easier and create clarity, balance and direction. It is important that instead of being reactive about your future, you 
become proactive and a key to this is to plan! One of the ways you can show this planning is through a vision board. 
Your board should be ever-changing and develop as you progress and mature through life. There is no template or 
prototype for what your board should look like or include, however, it should be easy to understand and effectively 
display the desired information.

The following stimulus is about Kate Magrath (a fictitious character) and her ideas and 
aspirations for her future. You are required to read and highlight any information that you 
think is key to understanding her future plans and that reflect her self-concept. You are then 
required to present this future plan through a vision board. Once completed, include a copy of 
your vision board in your workbook.

Q1

12th October 2010

I had a meeting with my careers advisor today. This was important 
because I’m in grade 11 and should start thinking about what I want 
to do. We went through a lot of information some of which I thought 
was helpful, some of which I did not understand nor think was 
relevant to what I want to do. 

I explained to her that I had three ideas for what I wanted to do when 
I finished school. I play the Cello at school and love it! I also love 
reading and am interested in the law. Sometimes I think I could be a 
teacher too. So they were my three options.

But I want to do other things too, not just concentrate on my career. 
I want to partake in some volunteering; something outdoors, maybe 
with kids. I would like to do this by the time I start studying again.  

We then spoke about each option individually but she did say that for 
all three options I needed to pass English. That is achievable because 
I like English and I currently have good grades so I was not worried 
about that. I do need to audition to become a Cellist through the 
musical school.

All degrees take four years except to become a lawyer there a more 
requirements. And then obviously the outcomes are different too.

I want to join a sporting team in the community too. Seeing as I play 
netball within school possibly a netball team. I could try a new sport 
though! Maybe Hockey or water-polo! I should try and sort this out 
now so that I can be prepared when I leave school.

The advisor said that I should speak to people within the three 
industries I’m looking in to. She said it was a good idea to do some 
work experience to see what I’m actually interested in. She said I 
should contact: Eliza Gwenth, James Macoy and Ryan Fewng. 

And I want to travel! I would love to explore Italy, China and New 
Zealand. Obviously I would have to start saving from my part time job 
but I’m sure I could get enough money. I currently work as a checkout 
chick in a supermarket but would love to try and get a job in retail 
maybe in Valley Chick.

I need to apply to different uni’s and colleges for each position and 
each option has different registering dates.

Proctor University
(teaching - 1st Oct)

Atticus University
(lawyer - 8th Sept) 

Pablo College
(cello - August 5th)  

Practical Legal 
Training:
6-12 months

Eliza: Cellist

James: Lawyer

Ryan: Teacher  

Cello player
Lawyer
Teacher

New Zealand: 
First trip possibly 
before year 12
Italy:
Second trip maybe at 
the end of year 12
China: 
Maybe volunteer or do 
work experience.
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Identify and list Kate’s behaviours, attitudes and values reflected in her life plan.Q2

EXT Create your personal visionary board. You can included anything in your plan; however, make 
sure that it is reflective of your behaviours and attitudes.
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STIMULUS
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Putting One 
Together

TOPIC:
Personal Development Plan.

PURPOSE:
To consolidate the skills attained throughout the chapter to create a personal 

development plan.

“WHAT you want, WHY you want it and HOW you plan to get there.” Understanding and appreciating these three 
questions can be very helpful in achieving your life, learning and work goals. It’s about being proactive about what 
you want in your future - a vital skill that can help you achieve. 

You are required to create a personal development plan. The stimulus provides an explanation of what 
should be discussed within this plan. Be sure to include knowledge and skills that you have gained 
throughout the chapter. A template of the plan can be downloaded from:

www.mightyminds.com.au/sttfdc

ACTIVITY:
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STIMULUS
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Development Plan for    

Date    

Life purpose/vision/identity statement - Describe your vision 

This section is split into two parts: your skills and other aspects of your life. Fill in the two sections to reflect your 
current position in life.

MY SKILLS:

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

S T R E N G T H S
What am I good at?

•

•

•

•

F E E D B A C K
What is some common feedback I receive?

•

•

•

•

W e a k n e s s e s
What do I need to work on?

•

•

•

•

T h r e at s
What factors may affect my success?

•

•

•

•

Where am I now?
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MY LIFE:

FAMILY/SOCIAL
What are my current relationship 
situations? How much time do I 
spend with people? How often do 
I engage in social activities?

HEALTH
What is my current mental and 
physical health status? Do I play 
sport? Do I participate in a skill 
that keeps my mind active?

MY LIFE
OTHER
Anything relevant to you. Have 
you recently travelled? Do you 
volunteer? Do you have religious/
spiritual affiliations?Hobbies/Experiences

Do I have a hobby? What other 
activities do I participate in other 
than school? What experiences 
have I recently had?

HEALTH

Family/Social

Hobbies/Experiences

OTHER
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HEALTH

Education

Other

FAMILY/
social

Hobbies/
experiences

Career

DESCRIBE THE IDEAL YOU:
This section splits your life into different categories to assess where you want to be. In the space provided, write a 
simple sentence that clearly outlines where you want to be in relation to the specific category in your life.

Where do I want to be in the next five years
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GOAL
(SMART)

What goal are you going to set to achieve 
where you want to be?

Target 
completion 

date

When do you plan to achieve this goal?

Possible 
Obstacles

What are some factors that may hinder 
you achieving this goal?

Action Steps 
for achieving 

this goal

What are smaller steps to achieve this 
goal? What must you do?

Rewards
for achieving 

goal

Will you reward yourself when you have 
achieved your goal? What will it be?

START 
DATE

What date will you start this goal?

BENEFITS
What will you attain when you achieve 
this goal?

Possible 
Solutions

What are some ways to remove these 
obstacles if they arise?

How will you track your progress? How can 
you measure you are achieving your goal? Methods

of tracking 
progress

Category

What area of life is this goal sheet targeting? 
Example ‘health’ or ‘family/social’

HOW DO I GET THERE?
The final section is about setting goals and should be filled out for each category. Remember to ensure your goals 
follow the SMART principle.
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